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youth sale violations
•Agency takes new action to
examine youth appeal of
JUUL
•Agency takes steps to
foreclose online sales of
JUUL to minors

non-combustible tobacco

These products are also more

products for adults, like e-

difficult for parents and

cigarettes.

teachers to recognize or detect.

But as we work to keep kids
from making the deadly
progression from
experimentation to regular
cigarette use, it’s imperative

•These are the first steps in a

that we also make sure

new effort aimed at stopping

children and teenagers aren’t

youth use of e-cigarettes

getting hooked on more novel
nicotine-delivery products.

Protecting our nation’s youth

Several of these products fall
under the JUUL brand, but
other brands, such as myblu
and KandyPens, that have
similar characteristics are
emerging. In some cases, our
kids are trying these products
and liking them without even
knowing they contain nicotine.
And that’s a problem, because

from the dangers of tobacco

Today, we’re announcing

as we know the nicotine in

products is among the most

several new actions and

these products can rewire an

important responsibilities of

efforts aimed at doing just

adolescent’s brain, leading to

the U.S. Food and Drug

that as the first steps in a new

years of addiction. For this

Administration – and it’s an

Youth Tobacco Prevention

reason, the FDA must – and

obligation I take personally.

Plan focused on stopping

will – move quickly to reverse

We recognize that if the FDA

youth use of tobacco products,

these disturbing trends, and,

is to end the tragic cycle of

and in particular, e-cigarettes.

in particular, address the

successive generations of
nicotine and tobacco
addiction, we must take every
opportunity to disrupt that
process where it starts: youth
access to and use of tobacco
products.

surging youth uptake of JUUL
The troubling reality is that
systems (ENDS) such as e-

To address all of these

cigarettes have become wildly

concerns, the FDA is

popular with kids. We

announcing a series of new

understand, by all accounts,

enforcement and regulatory

many of them may be using

steps.

That’s why, as part of our

products that closely resemble

comprehensive plan

a USB flash drive, have high

announced in July, we’re

levels of nicotine and

pursuing a policy to prevent

emissions that are hard to see.

future generations from

These characteristics may

becoming addicted in the first

facilitate youth use, by

place by rendering cigarettes

making the products more

minimally or non-addictive. A

attractive to children and

key part of that plan was

teens.

establishing the foundational

and other products.

electronic nicotine delivery

First, we’re announcing that
the FDA has been conducting
a large-scale, undercover
nationwide blitz to crack
down on the sale of ecigarettes – specifically JUUL
products – to minors at both
brick-and-mortar and online
retailers. The blitz, which
started April 6 and will

framework for regulating
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continue to the end of the

minors, and it won’t be the

overarching goal – one we

month, has already revealed

last. In fact, the FDA has

hope everyone shares – is to

numerous violations of the

conducted 908,280 inspections

make sure JUUL, and any

law.

of retail establishments that

other e-cigarettes or tobacco

sell tobacco products, issued

products, aren’t getting into

70,350 warning letters to

kids’ hands in the first place.

The illegal sale of these JUUL
products to minors is
concerning. In fact, just since
the beginning of March, FDA
compliance checks have
uncovered 40 violations for
illegal sales of JUUL products
to youth. The FDA has issued
40 warning letters for those
violations, which we are also
announcing today. This
includes warning letters that

retailers for violating the law
and initiated about 17,000
civil money penalty cases. We
have also issued more than
110 No-Tobacco-Sale Order
Complaints, which can result
in retailers being prohibited
from even selling tobacco
products for specified periods
of time.

are the result of the blitz.

It’s clear there’s need for

Others are a result of our

strong federal enforcement of

sustained enforcement efforts

these important youth access

to reduce tobacco product

restrictions and we’ll continue

sales to minors. And we

to hold retailers accountable

anticipate taking many more

by vigorously enforcing the

similar actions as a result of

law with the help of our state

the ongoing blitz and our

partners. Today’s action

focus on enforcement related

should serve to put retailers

to youth access.

on notice to stop selling

We’ll hold retailers

products to minors.

Third, we’re also taking
additional steps to contact the
manufacturers directly, and
hold them accountable. We
need to examine all the
available information to
understand why kids are
finding these products so
appealing – and address it.
That’s why today, the FDA
also sent an official request for
information directly to JUUL
Labs, requiring the company
to submit important
documents to better
understand the reportedly
high rates of youth use and
the particular youth appeal of
these products. The
information we’re requesting
includes: documents related

accountable for continued

Second, as part of this effort,

to product marketing;

violations. Let me be clear to

we also recently contacted

research on the health,

retailers. This blitz, and

eBay to raise concerns over

toxicological, behavioral or

resulting actions, should serve

several listings for JUUL

physiologic effects of the

as notice that we will not

products on its website. We’re

products, including youth

tolerate the sale of any

thankful for eBay’s swift

initiation and use; whether

tobacco products to youth.

action to remove the listings

certain product design

and voluntarily implement

features, ingredients or

new measures to prevent new

specifications appeal to

listings from being posted to

different age groups; and

the web retailer’s site. Our

youth-related adverse events

This isn’t the first time we’ve
taken action against retailers
for selling these e-cigarettes
and other tobacco products to
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and consumer complaints

retailers that the FDA is

educate youth about the

associated with the products.

taking on this issue with

dangers of all tobacco

We don’t yet fully understand

urgency, and if kids are

products including e-

why these products are so

flocking to your product or

cigarettes.

popular among youth. But it’s

you’re illegally selling these

imperative that we figure it

products to kids, you’re on

out, and fast. These

the agency’s radar.

documents may help us get
there.

We plan to issue additional
letters to other manufacturers
of products that raise similar
concerns about youth use. If
these companies, including
JUUL, don’t comply with our
requests, they will be in
violation of the law and
subject to enforcement.

Last fall, the first content from
our youth e-cigarette
prevention campaign – an ad

We appreciate that JUUL Labs

showing youth using a USB-

has already expressed

like tobacco product –

recognition of this problem

launched online. A full-scale

and has reached out to the

e-cigarette prevention effort

FDA and other stakeholders

under “The Real Cost” brand

to discuss these concerns. But

umbrella is planned for a

we must all recognize that

September launch.

more needs to be done. As
we’ve said before, there is no
acceptable number of children
using tobacco products. We
share the belief that these
products should never be

Fourth, we are planning

marketed to, sold to, or used

additional enforcement

by kids – and we need to

actions focused on companies

make every effort to prevent

that we think are marketing

kids from getting hooked on

products in ways that are

nicotine. This responsibility

misleading to kids. I will have

falls not only to the FDA, but

more to say on this in the

also the companies making

coming weeks.

these products, the retailers
selling them, and the online

These actions are just the first

venues that help to fuel the

in a series of efforts we’re

teen popularity of, and access

pursuing as part of our newly

to, these products.

formed Youth Tobacco

We’re also exploring clear and
meaningful measures to make
tobacco products less toxic,
appealing and addictive with
an intense focus on youth.
Specifically, as part of our
comprehensive plan, we
intend to pursue product
standards and other
regulations for electronic
nicotine delivery systems,
such as e-cigarettes, to
address known hazards and
concerns, including exploding
batteries and accidental
ingestion. Ultimately, our
work on tobacco and nicotine
regulation is aimed at

Prevention Plan. We will

Finally, as we pursue

achieving the greatest public

announce additional steps in

additional steps to keep kids

health benefit.

the coming weeks and months.

from using tobacco products,

And I hope that this sends a

we’re also continuing to

clear message to all tobacco

invest in our compelling,

product manufacturers and

science-based campaigns to

Make no mistake. We see the
possibility for ENDS products
like e-cigarettes and other
novel forms of nicotine4

delivery to provide a

adult smokers. These ENDS

The FDA, an agency within

potentially less harmful

products will still need to be

the U.S. Department of Health

alternative for currently

put through an appropriate

and Human Services, protects

addicted individual adult

series of regulatory gates by

the public health by assuring

smokers who still want to get

the FDA. But the viability of

the safety, effectiveness, and

access to satisfying levels of

these products is severely

security of human and

nicotine without many of the

undermined if those products

veterinary drugs, vaccines

harmful effects that come with

entice youth to start using

and other biological products

the combustion of tobacco.

tobacco and nicotine.

for human use, and medical

But we’ve got to step in to
protect our kids.

The youth-focused steps
we’re taking are consistent

As the FDA considers

with our responsibility to

regulating nicotine levels in

protect kids and significantly

cigarettes to render

reduce tobacco-related disease

combustible cigarettes

and death, and I intend to do

minimally or non-addictive,

everything within my power

products such as e-cigarettes

to fulfill that duty.

devices. The agency also is
responsible for the safety and
security of our nation’s food
supply, cosmetics, dietary
supplements, products that
give off electronic radiation,
and for regulating tobacco
products.

may offer a potentially lower
risk alternative for individual
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Where are kids getting JUUL?
Article from Truth Initiative at https://truthinitiative.org.

The e-cigarette JUUL is
marketed as a smoking
alternative for adults, but has
been making headlines and
prompting crackdowns from
the Food and Drug
Administration for the large
number of kids who use the
product.
The popularity of JUUL
among youth has helped the
product capture more than
half of the entire e-cigarette
market share in just two years.
Many are attributing the
product’s rise to its sleek
design that could be mistaken
for a flash drive — which

Youth who had used JUUL in

convenience stores

makes it easy to disguise —

the past 30 days reported that

and vape shops, for

and array of available youth-

they got the product in one or

selling the product to

appealing flavors, such as

more of these ways:

minors. The letters

fruit medley, mango, cool
cucumber and creme brulee.

1. Physical retail
locations: The most

warned establishments
that an FDA inspector
observed a clerk

By law, people under the age

common way youth

of 18 (or 21 in some areas)

got JUUL is through

should not be able to purchase

physical retail

any tobacco products,

locations. Nearly three

including JUUL. So, how are

quarters — 74 percent

so many young people getting

— of youth said that

their hands on JUUL? Truth

they obtained JUUL at

Initiative® surveyed a

a store or retail outlet.

national sample of more than

In recent weeks, the

1,000 12- to 17-year-olds in

FDA issued warning

April 2018 to find out.

letters to retailers,

over half — 52 percent

including gas stations,

— reported that they

selling the device to a
minor, and that
“failure to correct
these violations may
lead to federal
enforcement actions,
including monetary
penalties.”
2. Social sources: Just

6

received JUUL from a

remove the listings

Truth Initiative and five other

social source, such as a

and voluntarily

public health and medical

friend or family

implement new

groups called on the FDA to

member.

measures to prevent

take action on JUUL in April.

new listings from

The groups specified five

being posted to the

actions, including removing

web retailer’s site,”

certain JUUL flavors,

FDA Commissioner

suspending internet sales and

Scott Gottlieb said in a

prohibiting branded

statement. However,

merchandise.

3. Online: Although the
internet was not the
most common way
youth obtained JUUL
— only 6 percent
reported that they
received the product
through an online
transaction — nearly

some JUUL products
are still available on
eBay.

A Truth Initiative study
published in Tobacco
Control underscores the

all youth who tried to

The FDA crackdown on JUUL

problem with youth use of

buy the product online

also includes asking the

JUUL. It found that 63 percent

were successful.

maker, JUUL Labs, to turn

of young JUUL users did not

Among those who

over documents related to

know that the product always

attempted an online

marketing, health effects and

contains the addictive

transaction, 89 percent

use among youth. While

chemical nicotine, and that

succeeded. When the

recent FDA action is

many reported that use of this

FDA issued its first

encouraging, problems with

product is called "JUULing,"

warning letters about

tobacco products like JUUL

indicating that this product is

JUUL to retailers, it

won’t be addressed until the

so distinctive, it is perceived

also announced that it

FDA fully regulates e-

as its own category.

contacted eBay to

cigarettes and establishes a

express concerns about

strong pre-market review

JUUL product listings.

process to prevent these kinds

“We’re thankful for

of products from being sold in

eBay’s swift action to

the first place.
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Upcoming Events




June 7th-10th: Come visit Colusa Youth Advocates for Change (CYAC) Booth at
the Colusa County Fair! Members of CYAC have created a Photovoice project
to display the impact that flavored tobacco has on youth in the community.
June 21st 12:00-2:00 Colusa County Health/Wellness Coalition Focus Group
(Location TBA) – Join Colusa County community members, parents, and school
staff as we assess the latest material for tobacco education, including the new
Partners for Health brochure and youth tobacco use fact sheet. Food will be
provided. Each participant will receive a gift card for their feedback. If you know
parents or community members interested, please contact us!

For more information or to R.S.V.P to the above event, please contact the Colusa County Tobacco
Education Program at TEP@ColusaDHHS.org or 530-458-0380.

Resources
Interested in a meeting or community presentation to learn more about secondhand smoke,
thirdhand smoke, tobacco marketing towards youth, or the Colusa County Tobacco Education
Program? Contact us directly to schedule an appointment:
Colusa County Tobacco Education Program
Contact: Amanda Pitts, Project Director
Phone: (530) 458-0380
http://www.countyofcolusa.org/tobaccoeducation

Like Colusa County Public Health on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/ColusaCountyPublicHealth/

Interested in quitting smoking?

https://www.nobutts.org/
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